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Plan your trips and travel during the
day to reach your destination on time

Throngs of road users and holidaymakers are expected to travel to
various destinations to spend time with their families and friends during
the forthcoming holiday period. Annually, hundreds of lives are lost on
South African roads over the December/January period as thousands of
people take time off from work to travel to loved ones, as well as holidaymakers.
Statistics compiled by the Department of Transport (DoT) annually point
to excessive speed, unsafe overtaking, driving under the influence of
alcohol, overloading, driving with tyres that don’t meet roadworthy standards and general disregard of the rules of the road amongst others, as
the causes of road fatalities.
“We, therefore, urge all road users to obey traffic laws and to be vigilant
on the roads this festive season to ensure their safety, their families and
that of other road users,” said SAIA Chief Executive, Ms Viviene Pearson.
Travel restrictions have eased, and interprovincial travel is now allowed.
As a result, we are likely to see a strong increase in road usage in the
coming weeks. SAIA would like to urge motor insurance policyholders
who will most likely travel, that this is the right time to get in touch with
their broker or insurance company to ensure that they have adequate
insurance cover.
SAIA would also like to encourage all motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians
during this holiday season, to exercise extreme caution on the road, be
patient with other road users and adhere to the prescribed rules of the
road. As a driver and a vehicle owner, it remains imperative that one

ensures that their vehicle is mechanically sound and has been checked
by a qualified hand before embarking on a road trip.
“We also urge all South Africans to be responsible in terms of COVID-19,
continue to wear your masks properly, remember to keep the necessary
social distancing so that you minimise any unnecessary exposure to the
virus to yourself and your family. Let us all observe the regulations and
preserve lives,” pleads Pearson.
SAIA shares the following tips to ensure road users travel safely:
Make certain that your insurance premiums are up to date
Keep your policy number and 24hr road assistance number handy in case
of an emergency
Do not drink and drive
Do not text or talk on your cell phone while driving
Be on the lookout for pedestrians
Remember to advise your insurance company if you are travelling outside
of South Africa
Make certain that your vehicle is roadworthy, and tyres are in good condition
Check if your spare wheel is in good condition and that you have a
wheel-spanner and jack
Check if your wipers are in good working order
Rest after every two hours of driving
Ms Pearson concluded by wishing all road users, a safe and happy
holiday.
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Smirnoff 1818’s
Shaya Ingoma competition
for local female DJs extended to 2022
South Africa’s number 1 vodka brand, Smirnoff 1818, has extended the
deadline for entries into its female DJ search competition - Shaya Ingoma,
launched in October 2021. Now, local female DJs (disc jockeys) have
until Monday, 14 February 2022, to enter the Smirnoff 1818 Shaya
Ingoma competition. The competition was initially going to end in
November, however the sheer level of talent that has entered already
inspired Smirnoff 1818 to give more up-and-coming DJs the opportunity
to participate by extending the closing date to 14 February 2022.
While the female DJ landscape in South Africa is on the rise, according to
the FUSION 2021 Interim Modelled Update research there is still a wide
gender gap within this sphere of the music industry, and it’s clear that it is
not because of any lack of talent. The barriers to entry for women are
deeply entrenched, making it much harder for women to break through
this male-dominated industry. Several factors contribute to these barriers,
such as biases due to false gender perceptions relating to women’s ability
to operate and succeed in a male-dominated industry, limited access to
DJing equipment, and means to upskill their DJing careers. The platform
calls on all up-and-coming female DJs nationwide to enter the
first-for-the-brand female DJ search.
“Female DJs have been growing significantly in the last few months. We
have seen many talented DJs dominate the industry and, as a catalyst for
change, Smirnoff 1818 has extended entries to Shaya Ingoma to allow
more skilled and talented female DJs to enter,” Gregory Tabane, Head of
White Spirits at Diageo says.
Through Shaya Ingoma, Smirnoff 1818 aims to narrow the gender gap
and shine a light on some talented upcoming female DJs. This
empowerment platform will be focused on unearthing, promoting and
offering multiple opportunities for upcoming female DJs in Mzansi to
showcase their skills, get the recognition they deserve, and receive
sufficient support in the pursuit of their DJing career aspirations.
From the countrywide search, the top 10 finalists will be chosen to battle it
out for the top spot and get the Smirnoff 1818 Shaya Ingoma FDJ crown.
The top winner of the competition will receive a life-changing prize
including R100 000 in cash and a trip to the value of R200 000. The
remaining top 9 will receive a share of R450 000 in cash to help elevate
their craft and widen their DJing skillsets.

4. Terms and Conditions apply, which can be found on
www.shayaingoma1818.co.za
The grand prize winner stands to win the following:
•
R100 000 in cash
•

A trip to the International Music Summit in Ibiza to the value of
R200 000

•

3-month residency with a South African national radio station

•

Spotify playlist

•

2 months of direct PR profiling

•

Main slot in Shaya Ingoma Music Activations in 2022

•

Opportunities to DJ at Smirnoff 2022 events

•

The title of “Smirnoff Shaya Ingoma FDJ Winner”

The 9 remaining finalists stand to each win the following:
•
R50 000 in cash
•

15-minute sets on one of South Africa’s national radio station

•

Spotify playlist

•

2 months of PR profiling

•

Shaya Ingoma Chesa Nyama Activations and Battle Sets

•

Opportunities to DJ at the Consumer House Parties and
Smirnoff 2022 events

HOW TO ENTER and stand a chance to win:
1. Female DJs to create a DJ mix that is a maximum of 3 minutes, and
consists of a minimum of 6 tracks, each of which must feature for a
maximum of 30 seconds;
2. Upload that DJ Mix before 23h59 on 14 February 2022 onto either
Facebook or Instagram with #ShayaIngoma1818, #Smirnoff1818; and
3. To increase their chances, participants will have to drive public
engagement on social media through likes, comments, reposts and
reshares on the track/s submitted.
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6 Technologies Businesses
Are Using To Adapt

This year many businesses ramped up their digitisation strategies which
are changing the ways that businesses operate altogether. Remote
working drove big changes in how we communicate, collaborate, and
work together. And technology is at the core of how business owners are
adapting.
The one thing about shifts such as the global pandemic and technology in
how we work is that they bring with them a multitude of ways that businesses can adapt to be better. Warren Bonheim, Managing Director of
Zinia, a leading ICT and telecoms provider, shares six essential technologies that businesses can affordably implement to adapt.
Telephony – enter the cloud
As the pandemic shifted us into a remote working scenario, many companies using traditional telephone systems - PBXs - did not have the flexibility to shift quickly. Hosted PBX enabled remote working in a massive way.
The PBX is hosted in the cloud at a telecom provider’s premises, your
telephone network runs through the Internet Protocol (IP) versus traditional phone line infrastructure and is fully managed by a provider.
This gives your employees the same telephony functions as if they were
in the office, and your customers a professional experience with your
company. Employees can receive and make calls professionally from
anywhere as long as they have access to the Internet or mobile data. Via
an app on a mobile device, their phone becomes an extension of the
company PBX and employees can make and receive calls as if they are
sitting at their desk.
Cloud business software – hello remote working
Your employees need to continue using business office technology that
they are highly familiar with. They need to access these systems wherever they are on any device. With software such as Microsoft 365 in the
cloud, employees are able to stream all their applications, data and tools
– including their personalised settings – from the cloud to any device
whether it is a laptop, computer, iPad or mobile phone. Employees can
work from anywhere, provide a consistent customer experience, and they
can do their work productively.
Virtual meetings became the norm enabled by technologies like Microsoft
Teams, Zoom, Skype and Google Meet. One thing we saw companies
embrace are integrated systems like with Microsoft, where work, collaboration and communication happens within one business ecosystem; with
Teams for example, employees can share files, organise meetings from
their calendar and sync with other office apps.
Productivity – data for managers

The productivity of your employees is the driving force of your business.
And in the fast-paced new world of teams working remotely, and in the
office, making sure everyone is achieving their full potential is a challenge
for most companies.
Productivity technologies have emerged which provide workforce analytics to help you understand your people and how they work on their computers. Innovative employee monitoring software allows managers to gain
real-time insights via easy-to-understand dashboards, graphs, and reports
to know how their team is doing and when to take action if needed.
Virtual…well everything
Virtualising almost everything is definitely here in a big way. This means
that your company can use a virtual - instead of an actual version of
something – for example a server, network, operating system, or storage
device. Some of the benefits you can take advantage of is having quicker
backups and easier disaster recovery if something should go wrong – you
can literally move say a virtual server quickly and be back up and running
in no time. Also, virtualising your environment means lower costs because
you don’t need expensive hardware.
Managed Services – outsourcing to specialists
As managing costs become key in a downturn, looking for ways to ensure
accurate budgeting or reigning in IT costs is key. Through managed
services, which means outsourcing parts or all of your IT to a specialist,
you can focus on your core business while saving on high IT resource
costs.
These companies have invested heavily in smart systems which allows
them to provide a host of services for SME’s at an affordable fee. From IT
support, anti-virus protection, backups, cybersecurity, network management …you name it, these days most managed service providers can
take care of your IT, while you focus on growing your company.
Artificial Intelligence – let’s go automation
Automation is one of the biggest breakthroughs in business today essentially allowing you to use tech to deliver or get services without any human
intervention. From an IT perspective, a human can only do so much in the
time they have. You can now automate 1000s of routine IT tasks, plus
using AI tech you can now anticipate, diagnose and fix any issues that
crop up before they become a problem. This kind of proactive approach to
tech means that your IT environment is not constantly breaking down
which can be very costly.
So, there you have it, the 6 technologies businesses are using to take full
advantage of digitisation and to adapt to the new world of work.
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Stokvels: From burial societies
with a book to savings clubs
on your smartphone

By Tshepo Moloi
Stokvels have come a long way since the stock fair era at the turn of the
last century when workers would pool their resources to buy livestock. In
2020, stokvels have gone on to evolve from your typical burial society or
grocery stokvels to savings clubs designed for unconventional investing in
economic opportunities such as property, farming and funding small
businesses.

towards their financial goals as a group and as individuals letting the
leaders focus on the main mandate; uplifting the members economically.
Ushering in a brand-new age for stokvels

Coupled with this evolution with the continuous digitisation of financial
systems, the stokvel industry is not only transformed further through
innovation leaders such as StokFella but begins to start taking its part in
the ecosystem of economic development. With StokFella it is now easier
than ever to rely on the tried and trusted method of collective saving and
wealth-building, through safe, effective, convenient on your smartphone
ushering your stokvel into the fourth industrial revolution.

This digital banking could have never come at a better time with the
multiple challenges the society as a whole and stokvels needed to deal
with this year. It is more important now than ever to learn digital skills and
embrace technology that will take stokvel clubs, especially after South
Africa went into lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These restrictions forced the digital adoption of stokvels to rise as many
changed the way they do business. The 2020 Old Mutual Savings &
Investment Monitor research showed that 78% of stokvels made the
switch to digital meetings this year as opposed to only 22% still choosing
to have meetings face to face.

Stokvel members no longer need the stress of recording member contributions in a book and keeping old-fashioned written records that can get
lost or be manipulated. The digital age has made it possible for all members to see when contributions and pay-outs are made, by whom and
what the amounts are, directly off their smartphones.
This high level of transparency ensures high levels of trust and members
who are more inclined to stick to their contributions and keep working

Perhaps the most significant change that the pandemic brought is a
sense of thinking ownership. This sense brought forth by a high level of
unemployment expected to rise to its highest since the dawn of democracy; stokvel members realised that to “protect their jobs” they need to be
owners as well. Forcing stokvels to reimagine themselves towards
converting into co-operative business. It’s a new age for stokvels to think
beyond subsistence and to start thinking about value chain ownership.

